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No gang member is an island. A key to understanding the lives of gang
members is to place them in the broader context of social institutions
with which they interact. By social institutions, we mean systems crit-

ical to the socialization process that provide basic social functions, includ-
ing the economy, the polity and legal system, education, family, and religion 
(Rosenfeld and Messner 2011). As with the rest of us, social context in the form 
of institutions shapes gang members’ lives. In this chapter, we place gang 
members in several key institutional contexts that have important implica-
tions for what they do, how they do it, and what their life inside and outside 
the gang is like. It is important to remember that all but the most core gang 
members lead a considerable portion of their lives outside the gang. Under-
standing what life is like in those settings is a key to developing a compre-
hensive picture of “life in the gang” (Decker and Van Winkle 1996). After all, 
some commentators argue that gang membership is itself a “performance” 
limited to certain social contexts (for a review, see Lauger 2020).

In this chapter, we review several social institutions and their impact on 
the lives of gang members. Our treatment of this topic is derived from a wide 
range of research and literature on social institutions, especially those per-
taining to urban America, where, as we discussed in Chapters 1 and 2, gang 
activity tends to concentrate. The first few sections review what is known 
about gangs and gang membership in relation to a number of traditional 
social institutions, as follows:
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• Families
• Schools
• The labor market
• The political system
• Religion

We reserve discussion of the legal system for later chapters.
Here we also examine the role of media and social media in the lives of 

gang members. This is a burgeoning research area, and with billions of in-
ternet users worldwide, we don’t have to make much of a case to support the 
internet as a social institution— people communicate online, they fall in love 
online, they earn degrees online, they shop online, and, of course, they com-
mit crimes online. Most importantly, all the other social institutions fea-
tured in this chapter function and are enhanced by media and technology, 
including schools, relationships with peers and family, and employment. At 
the end of the chapter, we discuss whether the gang itself can be classified as 
an emerging social institution.

Gangs and Traditional Social Institutions

The Family

Appropriately, the first social institution we consider is the family. It is the 
institution responsible for primary socialization, and it is hard to overesti-
mate the importance of the family in socializing young people, teaching 
them the rules of behavior in society, and, as agents of informal social control 
(see Chapter 2), taking the appropriate steps to help them grow within those 
rules. Recent trends in the status of families in America, especially for the 
poorest residents of large cities, have caused some researchers to be con-
cerned about the ability of the family to fulfill its traditional function in 
teaching and supervising youth in contemporary society.

As previewed in Chapters 2 and 8, the Harvard sociologist William Julius 
Wilson (1987, 1997) has documented the precipitous decline of the family, par-
ticularly in poorer Black communities. Wilson linked the emergence of an 
urban underclass— what he termed “the truly disadvantaged”— and the break-
down of the family to job losses and mass incarceration. First, while the U.S. 
economy has been growing ever since the 1970s, growth has increasingly been 
focused at the top. One of the fundamental forces working against less- educated 
American families is half a century of working poverty and low wages. Real 
wage decline leads to job decline, and this deterioration in job quality and de-
tachment from the labor force brings misery and loss of earnings, along with a 
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loss of pride. At the same time as their jobs are being outsourced abroad or to 
robots or gig workers, the working class are experiencing declining marriage 
rates and attachments to labor unions and employers— the foundations of a 
meaningful life. Fewer jobs has meant the replacement of the nuclear and pa-
triarchal family with extended family units that are matriarchal or female 
headed (W. Wilson 1987, 1997; E. Anderson 1999).

A second social force that has shaped the structure of families in the 
underclass is mass incarceration (Pfaff 2017). Despite making up close to 5 
percent of the global population, the United States has nearly 25 percent of 
the world’s prison population. Since 1970, the incarcerated population has 
increased by 700 percent— 2.3 million people are in jail and prison today, far 
outpacing population growth and crime, the latter of which has declined 
dramatically in the last twenty- five years (Blumstein and Wallman 2005). 
The burden of mass incarceration falls heaviest on Black, Latino, and other 
minority ethnic communities (Alexander 2010; Forman 2017), who may be 
disrupted by the annual return of over six hundred thousand former inmates 
as young adults to their neighborhoods (Petersilia 2003; Travis and Visher  
2005). Combined, the restructuring of the family and the incarceration boom 
have created two mutually isolated social islands in the underclass commu-
nity— one of single mothers and the other of ex- convicts. These two islands 
are the clay from which stronger underclass communities will have to be 
built.

A consequence of the deterioration of the family is reduced supervision 
for young children. Many young children therefore grow up with little or 
no direction, and the need for socialization and order in their lives is often 
met on the streets or, perhaps, the internet. Existing research is clear that 
the structure of the family and the quality of parent- child relationships 
have an impact on gang involvement. As we showed in Chapters 2 and 4, 
youth from single- parent households and families living in socioeconom-
ic disadvantage are more likely to be involved in gangs. Similar studies 
have shown a comparable relationship between gang membership and 
childhood adversity. Adverse childhood experiences (ACEs) are a subset of 
childhood adversities. The ACEs concept originated from a seminal study 
by Kaiser Permanente Health Care (Felitti et al. 1998). Between 1995 and 
1997, researchers asked 13,500 adults in California about childhood adver-
sities in seven categories: physical, sexual, and emotional abuse; having a 
mother who was treated violently; living with someone who was mentally 
ill; living with someone who abused alcohol or drugs; and incarceration 
of a member of the household. They found that the more ACEs adults re-
ported from their childhoods, the worse their physical and mental health 
outcomes.
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Thus far, researchers have failed to specify a precise theoretical link be-
tween ACEs and gang involvement (H. Klein 2020). A recent longitudinal study 
of over one hundred thousand juvenile offenders found that ACEs predicted 
gang involvement by age eighteen, but individual temperament and patterns 
of substance abuse were more important than ACEs for explaining later gang 
involvement (Wolff et al. 2020). Still, related factors discussed in Chapter 4, 
such as low family involvement, inappropriate parental discipline, child abuse 
and neglect, poor affective relationships, and limited parental education and 
parental supervision of youth, remain key correlates of gang membership 
(Esbensen et al. 2010; LeBlanc and Lanctot 1998; Thornberry et al. 2003).

Despite its potential to inform prevention and intervention program-
ming as well as risk factor and life- course approaches to understanding 
gangs and gang membership, gang scholars have rarely examined the fam-
ily to the extent they have other correlates of gang involvement. Early gang 
researchers, most notably Thrasher (1927), spoke about the importance of 
family life for gang members, and W. Miller’s (2011) magnum opus, City 
Gangs, discusses the importance of family ties to gang involvement as well 
as the role of pseudofamily that the gang plays for its members. Interviews 
with twenty- four family members also provided important insights into  
the lives of the gang members in Decker and Van Winkle’s (1996) study of 
gangs in St. Louis. Family members who are already part of the gang play 
an important role in facilitating gang membership for their siblings or cous-
ins, not least because blood ties in gangs serve as a proxy for trust (Densley 
2012b).

It was against the backdrop of family decline that gangs emerged in many 
cities. Many families were under stress or lacked the resources, financial or 
emotional, to deal with threats to the welfare of their children. In many in-
stances, gangs filled the void. The work of Joan Moore (1991) and Vigil (1988) 
in Los Angeles has pointed to the need for order and regulation in the lives of 
adolescents. Children naturally seek these conditions, and gangs have come 
to fulfill these needs for a growing number of youths. Just as the status of the 
family declined, gangs emerged and in many instances provided an alterna-
tive form of organization for the lives of young people. As a consequence, the 
gang has begun to fulfill many of the functions formerly held by the family. 
For example, gangs attract young men and women because they provide 
some degree of structure and activities that may otherwise be missing. And 
given their involvement in illegal activities, gangs also are perceived as a 
ready source of opportunities to make money. Finally, and perhaps most 
important, gangs provide social cohesion, emotional support, and status, 
functions typically fulfilled by a working family. We reserve a more detailed 
discussion of “the gang as a family” for the section on the gang as a social in-
stitution later.
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The School

After the family, schools are the most powerful socializing agent in the lives 
of young people. Children in the United States attend school eight hours a 
day, 180 days per year, for thirteen consecutive years on average. In school, 
they interact with students from a variety of backgrounds and influence 
each other in a variety of ways, both positive and negative. It is no surprise, 
therefore, that schools have an important impact on the lives of gang and 
non- gang members, providing the opportunity for non- gang youths to learn 
about and become involved in gangs. Schools are important staging areas 
for the performance of gang identities (Garot 2010), and using network data 
from the Add Health study, Gallupe and Gravel (2018) found that by virtue 
of their position in the school pecking order, high- status gang members 
within schools were well placed to influence others to join gangs because 
they had numerous friendship ties to non- gang members. School transitions 
can be predictive of gang joining because they thrust youth into the context 
of the gang and change individual opportunities and preferences for gang 
membership (D. Carson et al. 2017). In school, for example, a lack of paren-
tal guardianship, the potential for bullying and victimization, and the desire 
to fit in all converge to make gang joining seem like a good option. Perhaps 
this is why most people who join gangs do so in the school years, around 
ages twelve to fifteen (see Chapter 4).

As pointed out above, the strength and stability of inner- city families 
have suffered as a result of national- level changes in the economy over the last 
four decades. The schools in communities where those families are under 
stress have also experienced new pressures and problems. Just as strong fam-
ilies produce strong communities, strong communities have historically been 
associated with effective schools— not least because, in the United States, 
schools are paid for by local property taxes, which are higher in wealthy 
neighborhoods. This principle has an obvious converse: weakened communi-
ties with struggling households produce schools that have a tenuous place in 
those communities and a limited capacity to prepare students for participa-
tion in mainstream society. Earlier, the work of William Julius Wilson helped 
us understand how this weakening of families can be associated with an in-
creased risk of gang involvement. Wilson’s perceptions of the changing role 
of schools in these communities make it possible to extend our understand-
ing of the institutional context of gang involvement to include schools as well 
as families. Wilson (1987, 37) has concluded that “a vicious cycle is perpetu-
ated through the family, through the community, and through the schools.” 
Clearly, the health of these social institutions is linked.

In the “vicious cycle” portrayed by Wilson, schools fail communities, 
and communities fail schools. Communities fail schools by not providing a 
safe environment in which teachers can teach and students can learn and by 
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not providing school administrators with the fiscal resources or policy levers 
needed to overcome a growing host of problems. Schools fail communities 
by not educating and graduating their students. W. Wilson (1985) noted that 
in Chicago in the 1980s, more than half of the Black and Latino youths at-
tending public schools dropped out before graduating. Of those graduating, 
less than half could read at or above the national average level. The social 
isolation of families from the mainstream economy is paralleled by their 
isolation from their children’s schools. In an extreme example, journalist 
Alex Kotlowitz (1991, 63), producer of The Interrupters, an award- winning 
documentary about the Cure Violence gang intervention program (see 
Chapter 14), noted that at one time in Chicago’s poor communities, school 
phone numbers weren’t listed in phone books as a way of discouraging poor-
er Black parents from contacting their children’s schools.

The question is, how do gangs fit into this pattern of mutual failure be-
tween schools and communities? Data from the two national evaluations of 
the G.R.E.A.T. program indicate that gang members make up 13 to 17 per-
cent of youth in schools in large cities (Esbensen and Carson 2012; Esbensen 
et al. 2010). The presence of gangs in schools is a major concern of school 
officials and policymakers (De La Rue and Forber-Pratt 2018). Gangs are a 
proxy for school disorder, in part because they are correlated with higher 
levels of school- based violence and victimization, including cyber bullying 
(Bou chard, Wang, and Beauregard 2012; D. Carson and Esbensen 2019; G. 
Gottfredson and Gottfredson 2001; Kupchik and Farina 2016; Wynne and 
Joo 2011). The relationship between gangs and increased violence and victim-
ization in schools may be more indirect than direct because in schools with 
a lower capacity to protect and support students, violence is a by- product of 
other risky behaviors such as truancy, associating with delinquent peers, or 
drug use (Estrada et al. 2016). Still, studies also find gangs associated with 
elevated levels of general delinquency and substance use and drug sales in 
schools (Decker and Van Winkle 1996).

Gang violence in school can be deadly. The term school shooting typi-
cally recalls the horrors of the 1999 Columbine High School shooting or the 
2018 massacre at Marjory Stoneman Douglas High School in Parkland, 
Florida. However, of the 1,614 times a gun was brandished or fired on school 
grounds in the United States between January 1970 and October 2020, at 
least 221 (13.7 percent) incidents were “gang- related.” That’s according to the 
K- 12 School Shooting Database operated by the Naval Postgraduate School’s 
Center for Homeland Defense and Security (https://www.chds.us/ssdb/), the 
most comprehensive school shooting database. In one gang assault, at least 
fifty- six shots were fired during a drive- by shooting in front of the school 
building. In another, seven people were shot after gang members chased a 
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student into the school cafeteria. Schoolchildren, teachers, parents, bystand-
ers, and even a police officer were all listed as victims of gang- related shoot-
ings on school grounds.

Empirical comparisons of gang and non- gang members have shown gang 
members to have greater levels of school failure, lower educational aspira-
tions, higher frustration with school, and lower school- based self- esteem 
(Bowker and Klein 1983; Curry and Spergel 1992; LeBlanc and Lanctot 1998; 
Thornberry et al. 2003; Gilman et al. 2014). Gang members also are more 
likely to report negative labeling by teachers, poor relationships with teach-
ers, higher educational marginality, and school disciplinary problems (Bjer-
regaard and Smith 1993; Esbensen and Huizinga 1993; Esbensen, Huizinga, 
and Weiher 1993; Thornberry et al. 2003). In short, there is a relationship 
between gangs and schools. This relationship works in both directions, where 
gangs and gang members are reluctant to conform to the expectations of 
school administration, while school administration balances a delicate line 
to meet the needs of all students while sanctioning the disruptive behaviors 
of gang members.

This relationship is reflected in the lack of educational achievement by 
gang youth (Gilman, Hill, and Hawkins 2014). Using nationally representa-
tive data, Pyrooz (2014a) found that gang members were 30 percent less 
likely to graduate from high school than their non- gang peers, and while in 
school, non- gang youth earned half a year more of education than did 
matched gang members. Pyrooz discovered that at each important stage of 
educational advancement— graduating high school, attending college, and 
graduating from college— gang members were less likely to move on to the 
next stage. Given the strong relationship between educational attainment 
and success in Western culture, these findings do not bode well for most 
gang members. As Huerta and colleagues (2020) noted, “college knowledge” 
is generally lacking among gang- involved youth owing to cultural capital in 
the family or the sharing of information by school counselors. While college 
may cross the minds of young gang members, typically the military and 
continued gang involvement are viewed as more viable pathways (Huerta 
2015). Ex- gang members with Ph.D.s are very much the exception, not the 
rule (Bolden 2020; Durán 2013; Rios 2011b).

In Chapter 2, we introduced A. Cohen’s (1955) classic argument that 
youth form delinquent gangs in an effort to redefine success and status in 
ways distinct from the “middle class measuring rod” found in schools. Con-
sistent with this idea, research finds that gang members’ primary reason for 
attending school is social (i.e., seeing friends and fighting with enemies) and 
much of their activity in school is focused on nonschool activities such as 
cutting classes and breaking rules— often in concert with their gang peers 
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(K. Boyle 1992; Decker and Van Winkle 1996). Furthermore, the demands 
of being “down for colors” are too often in clear opposition to school 
achievement. Decker and Van Winkle (1996) noted that joining gangs re-
duced participation in extracurricular school activities, and many of the 
violent incidents that erupted at school (invariably bringing gang members 
into conflict with school authorities) were rooted in issues and rivalries 
from outside school.

The greater the level of a youth’s commitment to the gang, the lower his 
or her commitment to the cultural system represented by school participa-
tion (Hirschi 1969). Vigil (1988) has portrayed gang involvement as commit-
ment to an alternative culture that is distinctly different from the cultural 
message of the school. Padilla (1992) also described the difficulties that gang 
members had with school authority as a form of “oppositional” or “resis-
tance” behavior. Joan Moore (1991) felt that interpreting gang involvement 
as a resistance that encourages its members to “subvert and defy the norms 
and ideals of the schools” may be accurate. She cautioned, however, that it is 
resistance that “dooms” the gang member. It is a form of defiance that she 
feels assures the gang member of failure in school and in work and that “at 
worst” can become “an effective socialization for prison.” When schools 
themselves contribute to this trajectory by failing to intervene early in the 
life of a child, scholars call this the “school to prison pipeline” (Kim, Losen, 
and Hewitt 2010).

Many gang members who “drop out” of school are actually “kicked out” 
for fighting (Hagedorn 1998a, 116). Rios (2017) prefers the term pushed out 
because the concept of dropout puts all the blame on the individual, ignoring 
whatever issues they may have, whereas pushout forces schools and educa-
tors to think about who they are failing and what they can do about it. This 
is especially important because the gang members pushed out of school are 
disproportionately Black and Latino, and this only exacerbates the myriad 
struggles they face growing up as people of color in a White world (see Chap-
ter 8). As Decker and Van Winkle (1996, 228) have noted, “Schools do not 
want students who sell drugs, fight with rivals, show disrespect for teachers 
and staff, and carry weapons.” This is fair, but as M. Klein (1995) has sug-
gested, the school’s inability to deal with gang problems in less punitive ways 
leads to gang suppression by default (Brotherton 1996). In particular, school 
administrators tend to turn to law enforcement for assistance in dealing with 
gang problems, and this leads to their “zero- tolerance” for gang members 
(Kupchik 2010) and thereby gang intervention programs.

Based on National Gang Center data, Clark, Pyrooz, and Randa (2018) 
report that twenty- seven U.S. states have formal state legislation regarding 
gangs in schools, although state legislation is the floor, not the ceiling, on gang 
policies and procedures because local school districts may have their own 
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guidelines. Clark, Pyrooz, and Randa distinguish between programming-
based, policy-based, punishment-based, training-based, and discretion-based 
policies in schools. Programming-based legislation pertains to the funding 
and implementation of any gang prevention or intervention program in the 
school such as the G.R.E.A.T. program (see Chapters 11 and 14). Policy-based 
legislation pertains to any rules around gang symbols, clothing, colors, and 
so on in schools, such as dress codes. Punishment-based legislation includes 
laws with special measures for gang-related activities and behaviors, such as 
sentencing enhancements (see Chapter 13) or the aforementioned zero- 
tolerance policies, which research finds have led to a marked increase in sus-
pensions and expulsions for alleged gang members (Kupchik 2010; Rios 2017; 
M. Wang and Dishion 2012). Ironically, research shows that suspensions and 
expulsions actually drive youth further into gangs, in part by facilitating 
educational disengagement, dropout, and delinquency (Pyrooz, Decker, and 
Webb 2014). Training-based legislation pertains to any policies requiring 
school administrators, faculty, or staff to receive training on gangs and gang 
responses. Finally, discretion-based legislation speaks to language that leaves 
culpability and punishment to the discretion of school administrators.

As with many of the ideas that we present in this book, the pull and push 
propositions of how gang members leave school may both have an element 
of truth. Future research into gang and school involvement will have to at-
tempt to distinguish between the two types of causal influences as well as 
identify interactions between them.

The Labor Market

In the life course, there is a natural progression from family to education to 
the labor market. As we noted above, when there is disruption in this 
progression— at the micro level for individuals or at the macro level in the 
economy— this can introduce serious problems to the well- being of indi-
viduals, communities, and nations. W. Wilson’s (1987) underclass thesis ap-
plies to the context of gangs and urban America because the changes in the 
structure of the labor market disproportionately affected those from so-
cially and economically disadvantaged groups— groups that gang members 
comprise.

The problem for urban America with the labor market restructuring that 
took place in the mid- twentieth century was that it introduced spatial and 
skill mismatches. In urban America, good jobs, often in manufacturing and 
other blue- collar industries that provided good wages and stability to sup-
port a family, were either exported to the suburbs or eliminated entirely. For  
the jobs that moved to the suburbs, inner- city residents couldn’t afford to 
follow them. This is half of what is referred to as the spatial mismatch. The 
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second half of the spatial mismatch is that urban youth did not meet the 
qualifications for the jobs remaining in metropolitan centers, which were 
typically white- collar or skilled positions. This demographic of youth and 
young adults were either undereducated or undertrained to qualify for jobs. 
Instead, they were pushed to what Crutchfield (1989) called the “secondary” 
labor market. Such a market did not necessitate a college education or ad-
vanced skills to qualify for employment, but it failed to provide the wages or 
stability to support individuals or families. As a result, it could not compete 
with the allure and fast money of an emerging drug market.

As a result, the criminal involvement of gangs made drug dealing a nat-
ural fit. Why work conventional jobs when gang members can sell drugs? 
Decker and Van Winkle (1996) reported that around three- fourths of the 
gang members they interviewed sold drugs. The estimates of wages earned 
varied widely among gang members, and Decker and Van Winkle suspected 
that some of this was simply bragging and exaggeration. Levitt and Ven-
katesh (2000) found that after they accounted for the average hours worked 
by drug- selling gang members, wages ranged from $2 to $7 for lower- level 
gang members and $32 to $97 for gang leaders (or $4–$12 and $55–$168 in 
2020 dollars). Of course, these are only estimates based on what the research-
ers referred to as the financial records of the gang. Padilla (1992) reported that 
gang members made more than minimum wage. Hagedorn (1998a), how-
ever, dismisses drug selling by gang members as just another low- paying job.

Even while gang members sold drugs, Decker and Van Winkle, Levitt 
and Venkatesh, and others (e.g., Horowitz 1983; Joan Moore 1991) noted 
that many gang members worked conventional jobs. This might sound 
counterintuitive to many readers when comparing the benefits of gang 
membership with the benefits of the conventional job market for those with 
the skills of gang youth:

It isn’t only earnings that places the legitimate job market at a com-
petitive disadvantage with selling drugs, it is the nature of work, 
with its requirements of structure and discipline, that conflict with 
the values of life in the gang. (Decker and Van Winkle 1996, 224)

However, it is important to point out that these jobs were in the secondary 
job market. Gang members were employed in the service or retail industry, 
often as janitors, cooks, or cashiers or at amusement parks— low- wage jobs 
that provided little stability or upward mobility.

As adolescent gang members moved into adulthood, they faced a stark 
employment reality: they qualified for few jobs in the primary labor market, 
or at least jobs that could sustain a family. Joan Moore (1991) observed this 
in East Los Angeles when she compared the employment patterns of earlier 
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and more recent cliques of two gangs. Gang members from the earlier 
cliques were more likely to be employed and had better work histories than 
the gang members from the more recent cliques. She attributed this not only 
to economic restructuring but also to waves of immigration, which oversup-
plied the labor market and pushed down wages.

Of course, macrolevel changes in the labor market impact all youth and 
young adults, especially those from inner cities. Joining a gang puts indi-
viduals at an additional disadvantage because of the constraining influence 
of the gang. Not only do gangs work against schools, which puts individuals 
at a disadvantage when competing for jobs, but also the lifestyle of the gang 
encourages fast money, instant gratification, and risky behaviors that run 
counter to conventional workplace culture.

Krohn and colleagues (2011) argued that adolescent gang members 
will likely do poorly in their adult economic circumstances, even when 
compared to their similarly situated adolescent peers. Krohn and col-
leagues found this to be the case, as they held that precocious transitions 
(e.g., high school dropout, cohabitation, and teenage pregnancy) led to the 
economic hardships they observed among gang members between the ages 
of twenty- nine and thirty- one. Using Pathways to Desistance panel data, 
however, Augustyn, McGloin, and Pyrooz (2019) found that gang mem-
bership had little bearing on legal earnings, but illegal earnings increased 
upon joining a gang and decreased upon leaving it. Former gang members 
also appeared to pay a penalty in the legal economy for their past affilia-
tions. The implication is that any boost to illegal earnings and total earn-
ings among gang members is short- lived, but to prevent gang entry and 
reentry, legitimate economic opportunities are needed to counter the pull 
of gangs.

The Polity

The link between gangs and politics has a notable historical legacy. In his 
account of early twentieth- century Chicago gangs, Thrasher (1927) devoted 
an entire chapter to gang involvement in politics. Spergel (1995, 120) has 
suggested that youth gangs can serve as “a source of stability and potential 
power” for local politicians. In particular, he described the working rela-
tionships between ward bosses and their local gangs. The nature of the in-
volvement between gangs and politics has varied with the structure of local 
politics. As discussed in Chapter 8, gangs were integrally involved in the 
operations of the Tweed machine in New York City in the 1800s (Spergel 
1995, 120). Furthermore, in Philadelphia during that century, volunteer fire 
companies were central to local politics, and they frequently recruited their 
members from local youth gangs. Bursik and Grasmick (1993) also observed 
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how the alliance between the youth gang, the Hamburgs, and politicians in 
the Bridgeport neighborhood of Chicago in the early decades of the twenti-
eth century laid a political foundation for that community’s later control of 
the city mayor’s office. They recalled (177) that the most famous former 
member of the Hamburgs was the late mayor Richard J. Daley Sr. (see also 
Hagedorn 2006).

There are a number of ways the relationships between gangs and politi-
cians have proved mutually beneficial. From the politician’s perspective, 
Thrasher (1927, 312) noted, “the political boss finds gangs, whether com-
posed of boys or of men above voting age, very useful in promoting the 
interests of his machine.” Thrasher further suggested that many of the Chi-
cago political bosses knew exactly how to appeal to gang members because 
they themselves were graduates of the street gangs. He went on to list the 
ways that street gang members assisted politicians, from distributing cam-
paign literature to posting signs to helping voters get to the polls. Most of 
those tasks can be assigned to any campaign worker, but gangs have been 
reported to have gone beyond these kinds of tasks.

Kornblum (1974, 166), for example, reported that Chicago politicians re-
lied on gangs for “the systematic removal of the opposition’s street signs and 
lamp posters.” From his study of gangs in three cities, Sánchez- Jankowski 
(1991, 216) stated, “All thirty- seven gangs observed throughout the ten years 
of this study established some type of expedient- exchange relationship with 
the politicians in their city.” Beyond the list of political services that Thrasher 
identified, Sánchez- Jankowski (1991, 219–220) observed intimidation through 
physical presence at the polls on Election Day and occasional harassment of 
campaign critics and opposition workers. Gangs also were involved in the 
1986 primary elections in a predominantly Puerto Rican ward of Chicago 
(Spergel 1995, 122). Rival gangs supported different candidates, one of whom 
even named a former gang leader as coordinator of his precinct captains.

As with much gang behavior, reported involvement between gangs and 
politicians has varied across locales. Spergel (1995, 120) has hypothesized 
that such relationships are more likely “in times of rapid change and social 
turmoil.” While Sánchez- Jankowski (1991) noted that all the gangs he stud-
ied had some relationship with public officials, he reported that only in New 
York and Boston did gangs have “consistent and direct contact with the of-
fices of elected mayoral and council politicians.” None of the gangs that he 
studied in Los Angeles did. Perhaps another factor is the stability of the 
gang situation. Most of the examples described above have been taken from 
chronic gang- problem cities.

The involvement of gangs in politics has the potential for a great deal 
of social harm. For Thrasher (1927, 320), relationships between gangs and 
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politicians facilitated more extensive alliances between crime and politics 
and ultimately led to government corruption. Spergel (1995) concluded 
that gangs are not “ordinarily committed to . . . social and political causes” 
(121). Spergel found evidence that during the Chicago riots of the 1960s, 
the police enlisted gang members to assist in quelling the social disorder. 
Gangs duly obliged, protecting some local merchant property during 
riots, but only for a fee. Campana and Varese (2018) argued that a criminal 
group’s capacity to generate fear in a community, coerce legal businesses, 
and influence official figures are all measures of its ability to illegally 
“govern.”

In the contemporary era of Black Lives Matter, scholars see potential for 
activism among socially conscious gang- involved youth to reduce commu-
nity violence (Aspholm and Mattaini 2017; Hagedorn 2017). In 2015, rival 
Bloods and Crips marched side by side in the Baltimore rallies against po-
lice brutality, for instance. A positive transformation from “gangs” to “street 
organizations” has also been documented in the case of the Almighty Latin 
King and Queen Nation in New York, who reinvented themselves as a com-
munity empowerment movement in response to pressure from the state 
(Brotherton and Barrios 2004). When gangs were “legalized” and the police 
were reformed in the Republic of Ecuador, the murder rate fell dramatically 
over the next decade (Brotherton and Gude 2020).

Gangs can become institutionalized as an alternative state (Brotherton 
2008) or evolve into social movements and political parties (Fraser and 
Hagedorn 2018). Particularly noteworthy have been efforts by Chicago 
street gangs to expand their political influence. As discussed in Chapter 8, 
during the 1970s, the Vice Lords obtained hundreds of thousands of dollars 
in external grants from government agencies and private foundations 
(Dawley 1992). The El Rukns also supported local political candidates and 
formed voter mobilization groups; that is, until 1986, when their leader, Jeff 
Forte, was indicted for conspiring to solicit Libyan funding in exchange for 
engaging in domestic terrorism (Toobin 1994). The 1990s were marked by 
a foray into political legitimacy by the Black Gangster Disciple Nation 
(BGDN). The group’s letters were argued to stand for Black Growth and 
Development Network. A community- based group spawned by BGDN lead-
ership, 21st Century Voices of Total Empowerment (VOTE), gained the 
support of Jesse Jackson’s Operation Push, James Compton of the Urban 
League, a former mayor of Chicago, and at least two members of the city 
council in its voter registration drives. When federal authorities indicted 
thirty- nine BGDN leaders in August 1995, leaders of VOTE and candidates 
for office were included in the indictment along with incarcerated gang 
leaders.
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The Church

Generally speaking, street gang affiliation, with its emphasis on violent ret-
ribution, seems to oppose religious affiliation that is predicated on peace and 
forgiveness. However, gangs claim to offer many of the things organized re-
ligion does— protection, identity, group belonging, and even a sense of solid 
militancy (Brenneman 2011). Studies of some larger gangs, such as the Bloods 
and Latin Kings, speak to their “street activism” and their use of nonviolent 
tactics to end conflicts, anchored in spiritual texts and rituals (Brotherton 
and Barrios 2004; Kontos, Brotherton, and Barrios 2003). Indeed, some of the 
symbolic rituals of gang matriculation, such as tattoos and blood oaths, also 
have religious overtones (Chapter 4). Perhaps it is for this reason that religion 
offers a viable alternative form of collective organization to gangs (Deuchar 
2018; Flores 2013). Most interesting are examples where religious groups ape 
the gang. For example, inside Brazil’s prisons (A. Johnson 2017; A. Johnson 
and Densley 2018), the Pentecostal church has organized itself in the image 
of the gang, borrowing many of its characteristics and customs, in an attempt 
to appeal to gang members and give them a credible out.

On its face, a religious life is the anthesis of gang life because religion func-
tions as a source of righteous moral guidance akin to the notion of “belief” 
being a central force in promoting conformity in classical control theories of 
crime (Hirschi 1969). However, religion and spirituality play an important role 
in the lives of gang members. The very prisons where gangs are active are also 
religiously vibrant places (Bolden 2020; Decker and Pyrooz 2020; A. Johnson 
2017), and from the streets to the penitentiary, gang members attend religious 
services, engage in rituals and rites of passage that evoke religious customs, 
and bear tattoos with religious motifs. Gang members appear plenty religious, 
and in our interviews with them, they routinely express belief in God, al-
though it is unclear how much they fully internalize and prioritize religious 
teachings while doing the gang’s work.

Gangs, Media, and Technology

Gangs and Film

Film and television are arguably the United States’ greatest cultural exports. 
It is no surprise, therefore, that how the general public perceives and under-
stands gangs is influenced by media depictions of them (McCorkle and 
Miethe 2001). These depictions have changed over time (M. Klein and Max-
son 2006), and they often are highly stylized and stereotyped, contributing to 
the mythology of gangs (Fraser 2015; Howell 2007; Sánchez- Jankowski 1991). 
Research has found that control agents market the gang threat via the news 
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media (McCorkle and Miethe 2001) but also that they draw inspiration from 
fiction. As discussed in Chapter 8, so too do gangs and gang members (Deck-
er and Van Winkle 1996; Densley 2012a; Van Hellemont and Densley 2019). 
The performance of gang membership is informed by stylized narratives of 
“gangs” and by organized crime groups and mafias. Gang members may fash-
ion themselves in the image of Hollywood gangsters (e.g., their avatars on 
social media sites) and even borrow mannerisms and lines from gangster 
movies in order to express themselves in ways generally understood (Gam-
betta 2009). For these reasons and more, the portrayal of gangs in media is a 
rich area for study (Hagedorn 2008; Przemieniecki 2012), and we encourage 
students and scholars of the gang to apprise themselves of these materials, 
paying close attention to changes in representations over time. As M. Klein 
and Maxson (2006, 9) note, “gangs have not changed much, but their depic-
tion most certainly has.”

Table 10.1 presents a list of some of most iconic and influential media 
depictions of gangs and gangsters. There is not the scope here for detailed 
media analysis (see Rafter and Brown 2011); suffice it to say that these films 
and television shows cover many of the themes discussed in this book. The 
1938 movie Crime School, starring Humphrey Bogart, offers an interesting 
take on Thrasher’s (1927) playgroups, whereas many of the other 1930s gang-
ster movies (and the 2010 series Boardwalk Empire) are stories of immigrants 
rising in the criminal underworld in Prohibition- era urban America, as de-
scribed in Chapter 8. There is the historical realism of Martin Scorsese’s 
Gangs of New York and the British television series Peaky Blinders, and the 
cinematic realism of coming- of- age dramas such as Boyz n the Hood and 
Menace II Society, all of which grapple with issues of neighborhood, race/
ethnicity, and class, as discussed in Chapters 2 and 8. These famous “hood” 
films of the early 1990s also are credited with (and at times blamed for) the 
migration of gang and street culture, and like The Wild One and The War-
riors, they needle the anxieties of the times.

Films such as Girl Gang, Teenage Gang Debs, and Switchblade Sisters 
offered a perspective on women in gangs, the subject of Chapter 7, long be-
fore gender received sustained treatment in academic research, which per-
haps explains the at times (hysterical) stereotypical depictions in these 
films. La Haine, Cidade de Deus, Kidulthood, Sin Nombre, Bande de Filles, 
and others offer an international look at gangs (Chapter 9). Bad Boys, Amer-
ican Me, Shot Caller (2017), American History X, and others offer insight 
into prison gangs (Chapter 12). American History X also provides a nice il-
lustration of the power of signaling (Chapters 4 and 5), when the main char-
acter, a neo- Nazi, removes his shirt in the prison yard to reveal his Swastika 
tattoo to an unsuspecting Black audience. There is also plenty of signaling 
going on in episode 70 of the HBO series The Sopranos (“Mr. & Mrs. John 
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TABLE 10.1 POPULAR MEDIA REPRESENTATIONS OF GANGS
Films
1931 The Public Enemy
1938 Angels with Dirty Faces
1938 Boys Town
1938 Crime School
1953 The Wild One
1954 Girl Gang
1955 Blackboard Jungle
1958 Touch of Evil
1961 West Side Story
1966 Teenage Gang Debs
1968 She-Devils on Wheels
1971 A Clockwork Orange
1972 The Godfather
1973 Mean Streets
1974 The Godfather Part II
1975 Switchblade Sisters
1976 Cat Murkil and the Silks
1978 Grease
1979 Boulevard Nights
1979 The Warriors
1979 The Wanderers
1980 The Long Good Friday
1983 Bad Boys
1983 Scarface
1983 Rumble Fish
1983 The Outsiders
1984 Once upon a Time in America
1987 “Bad” (music video)
1987 The Untouchables
1988 Colors
1990 The Godfather Part III
1990 Goodfellas
1990 The Krays
1990 The King of New York
1991 Boyz n the Hood
1991 New Jack City
1992 American Me
1992 Juice
1992 South Central
1993 Menace II Society
1995 Clockers
1995 Heat
1995 La Haine
1996 Romeo + Juliet
1996 Set It Off
1997 Donnie Brasco
1998 American History X

1998 Lock, Stock and Two Smoking Barrels 
2000 Sexy Beast
2000 Snatch
2001 Training Day
2002 Infernal Affairs
2002 Cidade de Deus (City of God)
2002 Gangs of New York
2004 Layer Cake
2004 Bullet Boy
2005 Green Street
2006 The Departed
2006 Kidulthood
2007 American Gangster
2008 Gran Torino
2008 Gomorrah
2008 Adulthood
2009 Sin Nombre
2011 Attack the Block
2012 End of Watch
2013 The Bling Ring
2014 Bande de Filles (Girlhood)
2015 Straight Outta Compton
2017 Shot Caller
2019 The Irishman
2019 “Gang Shit” (music video)
2020 Birds of Prey

Television Series
1999–2007 The Sopranos
2002–2008 The Wire
2008–2014 Sons of Anarchy
2010–2014 Boardwalk Empire
2011–2013 Top Boy
2013–present Peaky Blinders
2015–2020 Narcos Columbia/Mexico
2020–present Gangs of London

Documentaries
1936 The March of Time: Crime School
1979 80 Blocks from Tiffany’s
1993 Flyin’ Cut Sleeves
2002 Gladiator Days
2005 Bastards of the Party
2005 Slippin’: Ten Years with the Bloods
2005 Champion
2008 Bloods and Crips: Made in America
2011 The Interrupters
2015 Rubble Kings
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Sacrimoni Request . . . ”) when Tony manufactures a confrontation with his 
younger, fitter bodyguard, simply to prove he’s still top dog. And arguably 
no better line in movie history captures the teeter- tottering in the gang dis-
engagement process (Chapter 5) than “Just when I thought I was out . . . they 
pull me back in,” from The Godfather: Part III.

West Side Story is often criticized for its racialized and romanticized 
vision of gangs (Yablonsky 1997), but the number “Gee, Officer Krupke” 
satirizes the pushes and pulls of gangs and the jargon of the helping profes-
sions (Chapter 4). Sticking with joining the gang, Stanley Kubrick’s A Clock-
work Orange depicts the psychological roots of gang membership, Scarface is 
a master thesis on crime and the American dream, and a scene in the movie 
Heat where the gang debate among themselves whether or not the next heist 
is worth the risk is a case study in rational choice theory (Chapter 4), espe-
cially the “seductions of crime” (J. Katz 1988). Specifically, when one char-
acter is advised to sit out the crime because the heat is on and he doesn’t 
need the money, he famously replies, “Well, you know, for me, the action is 
the juice.”

Crime and violence (Chapter 6) are central themes in practically all the 
movies listed here, which speaks both to the reality of gangs and to the nar-
row obsessions of gang observers. Policing gangs (Chapter 11) is the subject 
of Colors, Training Day, End of Watch, and the hit HBO series The Wire, 
which is in fact a dissertation on practically every core issue in urban sociol-
ogy and criminology (see Collins and Brody 2013). The harassment of alleged 
“gangbangers” in the N.W.A. rap group by LAPD officers outside a recording 
studio in Straight Outta Compton (2015) serves as an interesting example of 
gang suppression and the rationale for the group’s 1988 song “Fuck Tha Po-
lice.” Marlon Craft’s 2019 music video “Gang Shit” takes this further by pro-
vocatively portraying the police as a gang (https://www.youtube.com/watch 
?v=Aqo- hyxjCYE&list=LLoLJsRZ8e6Dklmc4YWPuCnw&index=387). And 
when law enforcement fails to protect, Gran Torino vividly depicts a vigi-
lante response to gangs.

Van Hellemont and Densley (2019) argued that, in the end, the media 
image of gangs is both related to reality (even if this relation is in many ways 
distorted) and useful in constructing reality (in the sense that real gang mem-
bers draw on and take advantage of media myths). Hayward and Young (2004, 
259) similarly observed, “The street scripts the screen and the screen scripts 
the street.” And proving just how mainstream gang scripts have become, in 
the music video for the 2004 Pharrell Williams hit “Drop It Like It’s Hot,” 
gangster rapper Snoop Dogg “Crip Walks,” a dance step involving quick, in-
tricate footwork, and raps, “I keep a blue flag hanging out my backside, but 
only on the left side, yeah that’s the Crip side”— a direct reference to LA gang 
symbolism (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GtUVQei3nX4&ob=av2e).
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Gangs and the Internet

Media and technology have changed our ability to communicate, work, 
search, and discover. Whereas mainstream media are influenced by corporate 
and other interests, technology such as the internet is theoretically agnostic 
and can be used for good and bad purposes. For every prosocial group that 
harnesses the power of the internet for good, there is an antisocial group 
equally taking advantage of advances in technology, co- opting them for their 
personal uses. Terrorists, extremists, and hate groups all maintain an online 
presence, and so too do gangs and gang members (J. Peterson and Densley 
2017). The digital divide has narrowed considerably, especially in urban set-
tings, and for this reason, the internet plays an increasingly important role 
in everyday life (Lane 2018), including the lives of gang members (Moule, 
Pyrooz, and Decker 2013).

Back in 2005, Papachristos (2005) observed, “[Few] gang members ever 
discuss or mention the Internet. Many don’t possess the hardware, software, 
or technical skills (not to mention the necessary telephone lines) to manage 
the Web” (53). Within two years, however, Apple released the iPhone, putting 
the full power of the internet in the palm of people’s hands, and, as is often 
the case in the fast- paced world of technology, Papachristos’s assessment 
grew quickly outdated. A brave new world of mobile wireless broadband, 
unlimited data plans, free Wi- Fi hotspots, apps, social media, streaming, and 
gig economics emerged. With each passing year, the internet became more 
deeply entwined in the everyday lives of young people— including gang 
members— to the point now where their real lives and virtual lives are near-
ly one and the same (Lane 2018). A digitally mediated world of constant 
status updates and perfect remembering complicates the already complicated 
lives of teenagers, forcing them to be “on” all the time for fear of missing out 
(Boyd 2014). On the “digital street,” hanging out online can supplement or 
even supplant face- to- face communication, potentially amplifying typical 
adolescent drama (Lane 2018).

There has been an explosion of research looking at gangs’ use of the in-
ternet in the last decade, including an entire 325- page edited volume titled 
Gangs in the Era of Internet and Social Media (Melde and Weerman 2020). In 
recent years, the literature has moved from foundational and theoretical to 
more empirical and applied (for reviews, see J. Peterson and Densley 2017; 
Pyrooz and Moule 2019). Pyrooz and Moule (2019) categorized this bour-
geoning literature according to the methodology employed, thus differentiat-
ing between “cyber- ethnographic research,” survey research, and “big data” 
analyses of gang activity online, such as Wijeratne et al.’s (2015, 2016) scrap-
ing of Twitter for gang- related key words. Urbanik et al. (2020) elaborated on 
this typology to distinguish between (a) studies focused on asking gang 
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members about their internet and social media usage; (b) studies that inter-
pret the style and substance of gang- related “artifacts” posted online, such as 
videos and tweets; and (c) studies that balance the words and deeds of gang 
members in physical space with analyses of gang content in virtual space.

In the early days of research on gangs’ use of the internet, it was neces-
sary to ask gang members if and how they used it, simply to provide some 
baseline for understanding. Two studies in particular lay this foundation. 
First, based on a 2006 i- Safe survey, King, Walpole, and Lamon (2007) dis-
covered that 25 percent of gang members used the Internet for at least four 
hours a week, with many accessing the internet at local community centers. 
This was helpful in placing gang members in online settings. Second, a 
study conducted by two of the authors (Decker and Pyrooz 2011) shed light 
on what gang members actually do while logged on.

The Google Ideas study comprised interviews with current and former 
gang members, as well as non- gang individuals, in Fresno, Los Angeles, and 
Phoenix. It found that gang members used the internet and social network-
ing sites at high rates, around 80 and 70 percent, respectively. Facebook and 
Myspace were the social networks most frequently used (Moule, Pyrooz, and 
Decker 2013). Gang members reported high rates of offending and victimiza-
tion in online settings, which included harassment, intimidation, and violent 
threats. In many respects, technology was shaping the “criminal and routine 
activities” of gang youth (Pyrooz, Decker, and Moule 2015), to the extent that 
creating a continuous stream of gang- related content for consumption was 
fast becoming one of the duties of gang membership. The internet served as 
a natural extension of the street in part because it met the symbolic needs of 
gang members as a status enhancer. Gangs used social media to brag about 
criminal exploits and intimidate rivals. Readers can simply query “gang 
fights” on YouTube to see what we are referring to. In the Google Ideas study, 
St. Louis gang members made the following points:

YouTube is a big deal . . . rapping on videos . . . fights on videos.

Someone’s always got a phone recording. Anything you record goes 
on Facebook or YouTube. (Decker and Pyrooz 2011, 10)

Around the same time, four thousand miles away, another author (Densley 
2012a, 2013) was observing similar behavior in London, England. Gang 
members there would film brief incursions on rival turf and other acts of 
defiance and disrespect, then post them online, tagging their enemies to rub 
their noses in it. Gang members would even record their own allies, creating 
digital kompromat to entrap their co- offenders and keep them honest. Still, 
as Sela- Shayovitz (2012) found through interviews with gang youth in Israel, 
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most gang activity online was social; only in rare cases did gang members 
venture into the more sophisticated realms of cybercrime. What was true 
then is true now— much of what gang members do online is the same as 
what non- gang members do; after all, gang members are human beings. 
Decker and Pyrooz (2011, 16–17) observe:

The Internet plays an increasingly important role in gangs, but not 
to such an extent that it dominates gang activity . . . Gang members 
use the Internet in ways similar to youth that avoid gangs— they talk 
to girls (and boys), they listen to music, they watch videos, they post 
videos of themselves, they look for jobs, and they carry out research 
for school . . . There is a lot of age- appropriate behavior by gang 
members in their use of the Internet.

The next phase of research in this area involved scholars reviewing and 
analyzing social media content, which offered new insights, with the caveat 
that findings pertained only to publicly available data and, in some cases, 
the profiles of gangs or gang members with large social media followings 
(Patton, Lane, et al. 2017). Womer and Bunker (2010) found that Latino 
gangs maintained a presence on social media, posting references to vio-
lence, wealth, drugs, or sex with a deliberate and recognizable message 
for their audiences. The authors claimed that this was how gangs promoted 
their criminal activities. Patton, Patel, et al.’s (2017) analysis of millions 
of tweets posted by individuals identified by Detroit law enforcement  
as gang members uncovered similar common themes: memorials to de-
ceased gang members, violence, and substance abuse.

Morselli and Décary- Hétu (2013) examined how gang members used 
three social networking sites, Twitter, Facebook, and MySpace, finding that 
the internet was used to promote individualized activities of gang members 
rather than the coordinated behaviors of the gang. Van Hellemont’s (2012) 
analysis of 170 personal “web- blogs” and music videos found Belgian gang 
members “performing” gang identities in virtual space in a way that con-
formed to gang stereotypes, thus blurring the boundaries between fantasy 
and reality. In an ever- global world, gang members were essentially following 
the common conventions of the gangster genre of music, films, and television 
shows (Van Hellemont and Densley 2019).

Still, life online remains anchored to the lived reality of the streets, 
which is why references to physical territory, such as street signs or zip codes, 
are a fixture of many gangs’ social media communication (Irwin- Rogers, 
Densley, and Pinkney 2018). Leverso and Hsiao (2020) studied digital trace 
data scraped from a public Facebook about Chicago Latino gangs (resulting 
in over 140,000 posts, likes, comments, and comment replies) and combined 
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with law enforcement data on the geographic locations of gangs to learn that 
fighting among gang members in the online environment was conditional 
on not only the type of post displayed but also the geographic proximity of 
gang territory. They found gang members using social media to interact with 
other gangs in faraway locales as well as individuals nearby, but the tone and 
tenor of that communication often reflected the degree of physical distance. 
These findings may explain why, in one Philadelphia study, active social 
media use among gangs appeared to limit the impact of an otherwise effec-
tive violence intervention program (Hyatt, Densley, and Roman 2021).

Social media platforms are spaces for gangs to “broadcast badness” 
(Lauger and Densley 2018) and for gang members to practice the code of the 
street (Urbanik and Haggerty 2018). When gang members threaten or taunt 
rivals using social media, this is known as “internet banging” (Patton, Es-
chmann, and Butler 2013). Content analyses of gang- related rap music vid-
eos have found that threatening material posted online is broadly analogous 
to threats issued on the street (J. Johnson and Schell- Busey 2016; Lauger and 
Densley 2018; Pinkney and Robinson- Edwards 2018). Both theoretically 
(Densley 2020; Moule, Decker, and Pyrooz 2017; Lauger, Densley, and Moule 
2019) and empirically (Moule, Pyrooz, and Decker 2014), studies have shown 
how boundaries drawn online can transform virtual spaces into threatening 
environments (Urbanik and Haggerty 2018) and how certain online behav-
iors— namely, dissing, calling, and direct threats— can incite violence in phys-
ical space (Patton et al. 2019).

At the same time, the social distance that social media creates can help 
diffuse tensions and deescalate violence. In nature, if you want to protect 
yourself from predators, you get big and scary (Felson 2006; Howell 2007). 
Social media affords gangs the same illusion of size, strength, and spread 
(Densley 2013). And for gang members living in Chicago’s most dangerous 
neighborhoods, Stuart (2020a, 2020b) held that exaggerated virtual identities 
create barriers to violence. By presenting themselves as scarier and more 
violent than they are in real life, such as by posting photographs of them-
selves posing in crowds of dangerous- looking people or holding guns that 
they borrowed from those people, gang members can deter rival predation. 
Of course, this is tantamount to a gang member saying out loud that they 
carry a gun for protection, which only elevates their risk of violent victimiza-
tion on the streets (Spano and Bolland 2013). In the end, authenticity still 
matters (Lauger 2012), and if rivals call someone on their bluff or catch them 
“lacking” (i.e., unwilling to take the bait), especially live on camera, then 
violent retaliation can follow. These findings hold important implications for 
law enforcement (see Chapter 11), who have been criticized (e.g., Lane, 
Ramirez, and Pearce 2018; Patton, Brunton, et al. 2017) for taking online 
claims at face value and unduly criminalizing actions that everyone on social 
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media is guilty of— portraying their lives as more glamorous and exciting 
than they really are, for the sake of retweets or likes.

Stuart’s (2020b) work on the “code of the Tweet” is part of series of recent 
studies that have combined in- depth interviews or observations with analy-
ses of social media content (Pawelz and Elvers 2018; for a review, see Ur-
banik and Roks 2020). This work speaks to the “hybridization” of street gang 
offending— that is, offending that takes place in person and online, often at 
the same time (Roks, Leukfeldt, and Densley 2020). To counter misinterpre-
tation of any cultural terms or coded language hidden in memes and emojis, 
scholars have even taken the novel route of incorporating interpretations of 
social media posts by “domain experts” (i.e., people fluent in gang content), 
such as ex- gang members, into their studies (Frey et al. 2020). In one study 
that mixed content analysis with focus groups of young people, gangs were 
found giving public updates on their drug distribution businesses, such as 
where they were headed with new supplies of drugs or what they had for sale 
(Storrod and Densley 2017). At the same time, gangs were using smartphone 
apps to surveil the activities of drug dealers in their ranks, such as by requir-
ing them to post regular location and status updates. Based in London, Eng-
land, this study found that the “expressive” work of the gang, done via videos 
and images online, benefited the gang’s “instrumental” criminal activities 
because it marketed the group as credible suppliers of illicit goods and ser-
vices (Storrod and Densley 2017). As Marshall McLuhan famously said, 
“The medium is the message” (McLuhan and Fiore 1967).

When Decker and Pyrooz (2011) first asked about how the gang, not 
gang members, used the internet, the most common responses involved the 
following:

That’s a no- no. Only idiots do that. Why would you do that [organize 
drug deals or other crime online]? That’s not the attention you would 
want.

They also found that very few gang members reported that the gang organizes 
activities online or recruits new members online, behaviors that the media 
and law enforcement routinely warn about (e.g., National Gang Intelligence 
Center 2011). That online gang activity is poorly organized is consistent with 
what we highlighted about gangs in street settings in earlier chapters. How-
ever, new research finds some nuance in this area. A study of gangs in London 
(A. Whittaker, Densley, and Moser 2020) found that there were “differential 
adaptations” to social media among gangs, including gangs that occupied 
the same geographic spaces. The authors attributed this to a “generation 
gap.” They argued that newer gangs and younger gang members, especially 
those with tenuous “street capital” (Harding 2014), had more to gain and less 
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to lose from signaling their reputations online. In contrast, more durable 
gangs and more senior gang members had street capital in the bank and could 
not afford the extra scrutiny that social media attention provided.

In sum, as technologies advance, we expect that they will spread and dif-
fuse to marginalized populations, such as gang members, who often actively 
attempt to avoid conventional advances. But as technologies become avail-
able and knowledge extends to populations at the shadow of the margins, we 
expect them to adopt it, especially when it proves useful for promoting the 
very attitudes and behaviors that attract individuals to gangs. The internet 
qualifies as one such technology, and we expect to find more attention de-
voted to this topic— from researchers, the criminal justice system, and 
policymakers— in the upcoming years.

Is the Gang a Social Institution?

In this section, we consider whether the gang itself is a social institution, 
distinguishable from others, and qualitatively different from a regular peer 
group. We answer this question by exploring the extent to which gangs pro-
vide basic functions for their members, their community, and ordinary 
citizens, and in some cases overtake the influences of the social institutions 
we have discussed previously.

Has the Gang Become a Family?

Students, concerned citizens, and policymakers often ask us whether the 
gang has become a family. Many gang members talk about their gang as if it 
were a family and use that exact term to describe the gang. Some commenta-
tors (Perkins 1987; W. Brown 1977) have argued that the gang is a natural 
extension of the Black family, sort of the next step in the evolution of the 
Black experience in cities. In Phoenix, a former female gang member in her 
late teens described being in her gang as “a sense of belonging. I had a fam-
ily. They supported me in everything I did, and I didn’t find that at home.” 
A young male gang member in Phoenix told us that the gang had an attrac-
tion similar to being in a family:

’Cause, like, it’s hard livin’ on the streets. Know what I mean? It’s 
hard. And when you with the gang, you feel like everything is so 
much better. ’Cause you get . . . get what you need. Like, you get all 
kind of shit, and you make a living off of livin’ in the gang.

These are strong sentiments expressed by young gang members, often re-
flecting the realities of a breakdown of traditional social institutions. 
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Still, despite the weakened condition of the American family in many 
large cities, most gang members continue to be more committed to their 
natal families than to their gang. This is understandable given the harsh 
realities of life in the gang. As one of the authors memorably noted, “if the 
gang is a family . . . it is an abusive one— gang love is very much condi-
tional” (Densley 2013, 36). Densley’s study in London is part of a small 
body of research that has asked gang members directly about the relative 
importance of the gang and the family. For example, Decker and Van 
Winkle (1996) learned from their sample of ninety- nine active gang mem-
bers that only one would choose the gang over his or her family if forced 
to make such a choice. These same authors and Vigil (2020) also report 
that few gang members want their children to grow up and become gang 
members.

One of the emerging issues in the study of gangs and families is the in-
tergenerational character of many gangs. As gangs proliferate and last lon-
ger, we have begun to see gang members become parents and raise children 
who are at risk for gang membership. This condition is most pronounced 
among the Latino gangs of Southern California (Vigil 1988). But Black 
gangs in cities like Chicago have been around long enough to see second- , 
third- , and even fourth- generation gang members within the same family 
(Aspholm 2020). It is important to note that second-  and third- generation 
gang members enter the gang for many of the same reasons their parents 
did: they are raised in neighborhoods with few social and economic oppor-
tunities, and they are exposed to gang lifestyles on a daily basis. There is not 
a solid body of evidence that parents are purposely encouraging their off-
spring to become gang members by socializing them into the gang lifestyle, 
but kinship ties certainly facilitate entry into gangs (see Chapter 4). Further-
more, the condition of the family, especially in poor neighborhoods, will 
have important implications for the presence and power of gangs in urban 
and suburban neighborhoods.

Do Gangs “Run” Public Schools?

Gangs do not make decisions for public schools, but they do influence deci-
sion- making. Based on his interviews with school officials, W. Miller (1975, 
46) argued that gangs were “operating within as well as outside” of schools 
in several of the nation’s largest cities, holding that gangs posed “serious 
obstacles” to the education of students and “a serious threat to the physical 
safety of students and teachers.” W. Miller (1982, 131–132) suggested that an 
increase in school- based gangs in the 1970s was related to the weakened 
ability of schools to control students and a greater emphasis on keeping 
troublesome adolescents in school.
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Miller’s conclusions were reflected in a local Chicago study. Troman-
hauser, a professor at Chicago State University, and his colleagues conducted 
a massive survey of more than twelve thousand students in Chicago public 
schools that was published in 1981 (Tromanhauser, Corcoran, and Lollino 
1981). The report concluded that school- based gang activity could be found 
in all twenty of Chicago’s school districts. More than half of the students 
surveyed reported that gangs were active in their schools. Ten percent re-
ported being either intimidated or attacked by gang members or solicited for 
membership. The minority dropout rate in Chicago schools in the 1980s was 
one of the largest, if not the largest, in the nation. Hutchison and Kyle (1993) 
published a study that blamed the high rates of school dropout on gangs. As 
part of his Ph.D. research at Northwestern University, Kyle, a college admin-
istrator and Roman Catholic priest, interviewed random samples of the 1979 
entering classes of two predominantly Latino high schools in Chicago. On 
the basis of these interviews, the researchers concluded that gangs controlled 
specific classrooms and whole floors at the two schools included in the study. 
Drugs, including cocaine and heroin, were reported to be routinely sold in-
side the schools by gang members. Administrators had failed to control this 
situation. Non- gang students and students who were members of rival gangs 
(those not in control in their schools) transitioned from avoiding gang- 
controlled parts of the schools by cutting classes and ultimately, dropping out.

A little- known fact about Frederic Thrasher is that he was one of the 
founding fathers not only of gang research but also of the field of educa-
tional sociology. His master’s thesis was on the Boy Scouts, and in 1927, the 
year The Gang was published, Thrasher was hired as an educational sociolo-
gist by New York University (Dimitriadis 2006). Writing in the Journal of 
Educational Sociology, which he edited after World War II, Thrasher (1933) 
observed that gang problems in schools were less serious than gang problems 
outside schools. The durability of Thrasher’s conclusion was substantiated by 
a 1980s study of the Chicago Public Schools by Spergel (1985). Spergel ana-
lyzed official records data from the Chicago Police Department and Chicago 
Public Schools. A key finding was that only 9 percent of Chicago’s officially 
recorded gang crime occurred in or near public schools. Spergel concluded, 
in concurrence with Thrasher, that the school gang problem was distinctly 
different from the street gang problem. Based on his analysis of official re-
cords and his decades of conducting and reviewing research on gangs, Sper-
gel (1995) described the gang problem as it is manifested in public schools as 
representing the activity of younger gang members and involving less serious 
offenses. In contrast, the gang problem as it is manifested on the streets in-
volves older gang members and more serious offenses.

Decker and Van Winkle (1996, 194–195) interviewed active gang mem-
bers in St. Louis. Some of what gang members told them could be selectively 
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used to support the belief that gangs control schools. For example, one 
twenty- year- old gang member recollected that during his school days, he 
had carried two pistols to school every day. By his account, he had bribed 
school security guards with crack cocaine. Other gang members recalled 
bribing teachers and selling drugs to teachers. Yet, Decker and Van Winkle 
were emphatic in their conclusions that gangs did not run schools or even 
parts of schools. They labeled accounts of gangs controlling schools “alarm-
ist and unfounded” (191). They concluded, “We would not deny that drug 
sales, gang fights, and gun carrying are serious problems in the schools our 
subjects attended. But, these schools are not controlled by omnipotent gangs 
who hold the student and adult populations in terror” (204). Hagedorn 
(2017) takes this further and finds that gangs in Milwaukee and Chicago 
have at times played positive roles in schools, becoming catalysts for disrup-
tive change. Hagedorn argued that educational policies of exclusion and 
punishment, often enacted in response to gangs, do more harm to racialized 
and marginalized youth than the gangs themselves.

More recent work by D. Carson and Esbensen (2019) confirms that gangs 
do not run schools, although they are certainly present in them (e.g., Garot 
2010), and gang members exert influence over schoolchildren (e.g., Gallupe 
and Gravel 2018). An additional measure of the extent to which gangs have 
become integrated into the fabric of the institution can be seen in the par-
ticipation of gang members in high school and college athletics. In a study 
of athletic directors and coaches at Division I Bowl Championship Series 
schools, Alpert and colleagues (2011) found that two- thirds of each group 
thought that there were gang members playing on a Division I athletic team. 
More than 80 percent of each group believed that gang members had an 
impact on Division I football and men’s basketball programs. The team also 
conducted interviews with football team members at two prominent Divi-
sion I football programs. At one of the universities, nearly 90 percent of the 
players believed that gang members were participating on their own football 
team or that of another university, and 61 percent of the members of the 
other team responded that way. Eighteen percent of the players at one of the 
universities believed that there were active gang members on their own 
team. One measure of the institutionalization of an activity is if it makes its 
way into other realms of life. If there are active gang members participating 
in high school and college athletics, as this study demonstrates, this is fur-
ther evidence of the institutionalization of gangs into American life (Rojek 
et al. 2013).

Do Gangs Replace Conventional Employment?

The informal social order of gangs can play a functional role in grey or illicit 
economies, street justice, and territorial protectionism (Sánchez- Jankowski 
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1991). And, as we discussed above, being a gang member can be a lucrative 
job, especially with regard to wages earned from dealing drugs and the perks 
of being in a gang (Augustyn, McGloin, and Pyrooz 2019). Yet, while we 
know that the opportunity to make money can motivate gang joining (Levitt 
and Venkatesh 2001), we remain skeptical about the possibility that gangs 
replace conventional employment for several reasons. First, many gang mem-
bers who deal drugs continue to have part- time jobs, even though they tend 
to be in the secondary labor market. Second, as revealed in several studies, 
the wages associated with selling drugs are neither high nor stable, reflecting 
the character of drug dealing and gang membership (Levitt and Venkatesh 
2000). Third, as we reviewed in Chapter 5, very few individuals remain in 
gangs for an extended period. If we observed lifetime involvement or if even 
five to ten years was the norm, then we might expect that the gang provides 
for the gang member. Most gang members know that this isn’t the case— any 
increase in illegal earnings is short- lived, which is why “drug dealers still live 
with their moms” (Levitt and Dubner 2005, 85).

Conclusion

This chapter has explored gang membership in the context of conventional 
social institutions— families, schools, religion, the labor market, the political 
system, religion, and the internet. We find that gang membership intersects 
with these bodies in many and important ways, but in the end, despite its best 
efforts, the gang can rarely provide (at least consistently) the types of out-
comes these other contexts can. Just how closely a gang can be considered as 
an institution is a subject of disagreement. Based on what we have reviewed 
above, it is premature to refer to a gang as a social institution. In select areas 
throughout the country, mostly in neighborhoods in larger cities with high 
levels of concentrated poverty that lack strong families and employment op-
portunities, there is the possibility that some gangs can operate in this capac-
ity, providing the basic functions necessary for a community (e.g., Chicago). 
This situation is clearly the exception. Instead, we believe that it is safe to 
conclude that gangs are quasi- institutions for individuals operating at the 
margins of society. They provide a sense of belonging for those who do not 
get it at home, an opportunity to make money for those without conven-
tional qualifications, and status for those who cannot earn it in the class-
room. We could even say that gang membership constitutes an alternative 
form of education. Much like how formal education enhances cultural, 
human, and social capital, the gang provides experiences, skills, connections, 
and opportunities that some might say supersede the need to perform well in 
school. Combined, we think of these resources that are offered in the context 
of the gang as forms of “criminal capital,” transformed from positive social 
and human capital in the conventional sense (e.g., education and social rela-
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tionships) to capital in the criminal sense, where some are more successful 
in their criminal endeavors (McCarthy and Hagan 1995, 2001). In sum, the 
gang itself shares many attributes with the social institutions outlined above, 
but even though it is central to the lives of its members and in many settings 
has become intergenerational and integrated into mainstream culture, it is 
not yet an institution in its own right.
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